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INVESTIGATION IN THE 7- BY 1O-FOOT WIND TLNWEL OF DUCTS FOR COOLING
RADIATORS WITHIN AN AIRPLANE WING
By THOMAS A. ELAEEIS andIsmosEG. RECANT
SUMMARY
An inresiigation WLWmade in% NACA 7-by 10+ot
wind tunnel of a large-chardwing mookl tih a duet to
howe a simukded radiator euitabfe for a liquidwokd
.tmgh. TIM duct was eqanded to reduce the radiator
1088e81and th+?in8ta/futionof the duct and Tadiidorwas
mad entirely within the wing to reduce form and in&r-
.ferencedrag. T7uteet8weremadewing atwo-dimensional-
‘ $mo 8etup with a~pan duct and radiator.
Sect~on aerod~mic cikracteristke of the basic air-
foil are gicen and aho mtrctw8howingthe characterietia of
the aariw.a duet-radiator eomtinations. An mpreeaion
for e@&ncy, the primmy criterim of merit of any dud,
and the e$ect of the smeral design para:meter8of the durk
radiator arrtmgement are diwwed. The problem of
throttling is considered and a di.soussion of the power
requiredfor cooling is inofuded.
It masfound thatradiatorscould be mowded in thewing
and ejj%ientlypass enough airfor cooling m“thduct outlets
loeuted at any point from 0.i?6c to (1.70cfrom the whg
leading edgeon theupjer wface. The duct-inletposition
wasfound to be *I and,for maximum efieiacy, lad
to beat thestagmatiimpointof the ai&l and to c@ge with
jl~ht attitude. l%e jlow eoufd be @.&ntly throttledonly
by a simultaneousuatition of duct inlet and outlet tize~
and of inlet position. It m desirable to round bothWit
and outlet lips. With certain arrangenwnt8of duct, the.
power requiredfor cooling at high 8peed w a WY law
penxntage of the engiru power.
INTRODUCTION
Cooling and interference drag of the power-plant
instdation on many present-day &plan* with exter-
mdly mounted radiators absorbs from 14 to 20 peroent
of the avaiIable power at high speed. The ooding
drag of radiators can be materially reduced by mounting
them in properly designed ducts (reference 1). ‘hsts
indicate that interference drag is substantially decreased
and a considerable saving in total caoling ~wer is
realizedby building these ducts into the wing.
The energy loss in a ducted-radiator system built into
a wing is composed of the following components:
1. An external loss due to breaks in the wing sur-
face at the inlet and the outlet of the duct
2. An interwd 10SSdue to friction on tie duct WSUS,
rata of duct expansion, and obstructions
3. Am interred low due to the radiator oore
4. A 10SScaused by the weight of the radator and
the duct
---—-
The present investigation, which is part of a compre-
hensive study of radiators in wing ducts, is primarily
concerned with the determina tion of the optimum inlet
--—
and outlet positions and size: for minimum total cooling
power; no attempt is made to separate and measure the
individual losses. The investigation has ako been
confhed to tests of a mode~repreaent.ing a cold standard ,’—
Army 9-inch-oore ethylene-glycd radiator. The effects
cif duct inlet and outlet positioq size, and shape were
investigated with radiators of several heights located
at two different positions within the wing. The data
—
are su.fticiently complete to permit the rational de&n
of eflicient duct and radiator combinations within the
wing, although due consideration must be given to the,
fact that they were obtained from tw6-dimmsionaL
flow teats and aUowanoe must be made when they are “
applied to ducts of bite span. —-
APPARATUSAND TESTS
AIRFOIL
The basic model, or pIain airfoil, tested has a chord
of 3 feet and a span of 7 feet. “The NACA 23017
section was u.ti because it is representative in thick-
ness of wings in which radiators sqs likely to be
instaIIed and ELISObecause the results could be comp-
ared with results from tests of a wing of this section
in the full-scxde tunnel. The modeI (&. 1) was built
with solid nose and trailing-edge pieces and has five
.-
e61id ribs. The wing was oovered with pressed-wood
.—. —
waUboaxd to the required profle with an accuracy of -
+0.015 inch. Openings could be made at practie~y - - ‘–
any point on the upper or Iower surface of the wing
-. —-
for taking in and discharging air and there w-as no
. -.
interred structure ‘to interfere with inetaIIation. of -””-
the ducts.
DUCTS
.-.
The ducts were built inta the four compartments of
the wihg and were full span except for the ribs (fig. 1). .
The inlet and the outlet of each duct were made of a
!d49
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FIGURE l.—Dlagrrun of plah wing.
solid wood or metal; the top and the bottom of the
duct to the radiator were of plywood or flat metal, the
wing ribs forming the ends. The inlet and the outlet
positions of the ducts we.mselected from considera-
tions of pressure distribution and location of the
stagnation point at variotis angles of attack.
Duct designation.
—The various ducts tested are
designated by groups of four numbers to show the
position and size of the irdet and outIet openings at
the surface of the wing (figs, 2 to 7), The d@gna-
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FIGUEX4.-DuctSrmmgementswith various muet dres.
tions give appro.ximatdy the position ahd size of th(
openings at the surface in percentage of wing chord
The exact positions and sizes of the various sw-fac~
openings are shown in the sketches wd tables.
The key to the designations is as follows: ink
size-inlet position-outlet size-outiet position.
1. The first number in the group refers to the mini
mum size of inlet opening and is shown by the Ietta
yin the sketches.
2. The second number refers to the positjon frcm
the Ieading edge on the. wing surface of the fist breal
in the surface at the inlet. This distance is shown bj
the letter z for distances on the lower surface of th
wing paraUeI ta the chord line back of the Ieadiq
edge, and by the Ietter z. for distrmces perpendicnhw
.
,
n
n— 1 I
[AU dbnensionsem?In -t c1
. . I rfit~=fi=l15 I outlet I Ihdiater
FIQFM 6.–Duct arrangements with @let at O.iW UId mdi4k at O.!ZOG
to and above the chord line; for this case the second
number is followed by an appended a, as la, 2a, etc.
3. The third n~ber gives the size of tie outlet
=d is shown by the Ietter p on the sketches. -
4- The fourth number refem to the first break b“
the upper surface of the wing at the duct outlet and is
shown by the letter b on the sketches.
Thus, .a duct dtignated 6-1-8-7o has an inlet
opening 6 percent of the wing chord with the first
break in the surface 1 percent of the wing chord behind
the Ieadw edge. The outlet opening is 8 percent of
the wing chord and is located 70 percent of the wing
chord behind the leading edge.
Duct combinations tested,—In figures 2 to 7 the
upper sketch shows the various Met shapes tested and
the lower sketch is a sectiomd view of the duct showing
the general arrangement; the table shows the .propor-
tiorts of the various duct combinations and arrange-
ments tested. The positions and sizes of the inlet and
outlet openinge are accurate to within * 0.001c.
BADIATORS
In the tests, the radiator is sirmdated by a screen
(as has often been done before). The radiator
chosen for representation was a standard &my 9-
tich-core type made of 0.23-inch-diameter tubes with
a 64.5-percent free-aWa ratio f.
*
-- —
- -—L-
. . .
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The screen used to rewwwnt the radiator is made
=FEwiiin four seetions of bra~ plat~ %-inch thick with asuitable number of M-inch holes so that the pressuredrbp for a given flow is the same as ~for the actwd
radiator. Tests of yarious screens showed that, for Ftmwa 7,–Duct e.mangementswith outleu from 0.26rto 0.3Z..
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FIGWEE7.-COIMUIM.
an approximate, representation of the radiator, th
screen should have a free-area ratio of about 42 percenl
A comparison of the charactaiatics of the radiata
and of the aereen is shown in figure 8. In this &r
the pressure drop AP through the radiator or screen i
terms of the dynamic pressure qE at the face of th
rdator or screen is plotted against thg air velocity i
the duct ~7E. The radiator cannot be exactly repr~
aented at all velocities by thii screen because of ecal
efkt on the radiator; nevertheless figwes mows that,
for the duct velocities encountered in the teats (30 to
40 mph), the deviation of the screen from the radiator
is small. This method of representation is therefore
believed to be satisfactory; hnd, furthermore, there is
close agreement between the amounts of air passing
through the screen and the radiator when they are in-
stalled in duets outside thi w@, the screen permitting
46 percent to pass and the radiator, 44 percent.
In order to measure the quantity of air passing
through the duct without mak~ detailed surveys for
each m-rangernent, static-pressure and tot W&d tubes”
were built into one section of the radiator (the screen
will be referred to hereinafter as a “radiator”) as shown
m figure 9:. CaIibtition showed that such an arrange-
ment was not very sensitive to air direction and that
the quantity of air could be measured to within H!
percent with duct arrangements simikm to those used
in the teats. The calibration also showed that the
difference in pressure between the total-head and the
static-pressure tubes was directly proportional to the
dynamic pressure ahead of the radiator. The 24 pairs
of the total-head and the static-pressure tubes were
connected to a speciaI multip~e msinometer for measure-
ment during the teats of the dynamic pressure in three
vertical and in eight horizontal planes in the holes of
the radiator. The dynamic pressure ahead of the
radiator was determined from the calibration ccmst ante.
‘lb radiator section with the measuring unit was
mountecl in one of the inlnmd wing compartments.
Radiators of different heights were obtained by rdter-
ing the duct in such u way as to block off equal nmounts
on the top and the bottom of the radiator. (See fig. 3.)
WIND TUNNEL AIID BAI.A?NCE
The ~ACA 7- by 10-foot closed-throat wind tutinel
and balance described in references 2 and 3 vmre used
for. making the tests.
TESTS
-.
- .-—
.-
.-
—.—
.- .—.
The two-dimensional-flow inst aLM ion described in
reference 2 was used for the tests. The ‘model corn- - --
pletely spans the jet verticaUy in this installation and
the results obtninec{ am. print ically eeetion churac-
—___
terist its.
,--
rmm S.-am-of Saeen endMdIe.tor PnxB.E 0.—Prawre.WJ8 Io4wtkuuon scram.
pasure drop.
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A dynamic pressure of 16.37 pounds per square foot
was maintained for all the tests and corresponds to
an air velocity of about 80 miles per hour under stand-
ard sea-level atmospheric conditions and to an average
test Reynolds number of 2,190,000..
Te& were firsh made h obtain the characteristics
of the plain wing for comparison with the various wing-
duct combinations h be tested. The plain wing and
the wing with the various duct arrangements were
tasted over the cornpleh angle-of-attack rang6 from
zero to maximum lift. Data were obtained at 2°
increments in angle of attack for all arrangements. Lift,
drag, and pitching moment were measured for all com-
binations and, in addition, the quantity of air flowing
through the mdiator was measured for all arrangements
with ducts.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
COEFFICIENTS
JU aerodynamic characteristics of the whg with
or without ducts are given in standard section non-
dimensional coeilicient form, corrected as explained in
referwwe 2,
~ section angle of attack
c1 section lift coefficient (1/gc)
c% section profile-drag coefficient Q&/qc)
c=~,. section pitching-moment coefficient about aero-
dynamic center of phtin wing (m..,./&)
where
1 section lift
& section drag
ma.c. section pitching moment about aerodynamic
center
q dynamic pressure (%pW)
c cho$ of wing
In addition, the section characteristic of the duct are
given in the following nondhneusional form:.
VJV duct section flow ratio *
v over-all duct section efficiency (QoAP/AdaV)
where
~“~ tiir velociky in duct at fuce. of rtidititor
V air velocity in free stream, or flight speed
@Oquantity of air pawing through duct per unit
frontal area
W pressure drop through radiator per unit frontal
area
AdO increase in section profile drag caused by the
duct at any given lift coefficient
The flow ratio 17J17 is a measure of UN’ quantity of
air flowing through the radiator per unit frontal area.
At= given flow ratio, the size of radiator required for a
given installation may be determined, when the flight
speed V and quantity of air Q are known, from the
relationship Q=AVR} or
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
where A is the area of the radiator.
The efficiency q of a given installation
of the relative merit of the arrangement.
sion for efficiency was derived as follows:
-useful work= ~
~ tctxd work PT
(1) ““
is a criterion
Tho expres-
which is a basic efficiency formula. In this expression
the useful work ia considered to be the power expended
in forcing the air through the radiator and the total
work is the additional power required to pull the ductml
wing through the air. Then
P,= QAP=APAVE=K ~RA V.
and
P== PTOb~
or
Pr=&&Vbd= Ac.Oqcbdv= Ac,oq~gv
where
K––;;=3.7 (See fig. 8).
and
PTO work per unit span
ha span of ducted gortion of wing (aasumcd b be the
same as span of radiatm)
& area of ducted ~rtion of wing
and the other symbols have been previously definwi.
Therefore,
,=~d(+)’
The total power required’ for a given
then be obtained from the expression
KAP T7E‘Tn
()P,= ~ y
(2)
installation may
(3)
where p is the mass density of the air.
If the expression given by equation (1) is substituted
for .4, equation (3) becomes
or
where W/S is the wing loading of the uirplrmo.
For tit quantity and unit wing loading
(4)
(5)
(6)
At any given speed the power will therefore be a mini-
(v,/V)’.
mum when the ratio 1s a minimum.
n
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The expression for duct efficiency is not an absolute
mitetion of merit for the cornplete cooling igstalhtion.
It is merely “pump efficiency” and is a meas@e of the
duct loss in terms of the radiator loss. h efbiency
of 1.0 (100 percent) indicates that the duct itself is not
contributing to the increase in drag as measured or that
favorable interference effects compensate for all losses
except the 10S through the radiator. Therefore, two
duct-radiator installations of the same efficiency may
not have the same merit; that b, one may absorb more
power than the other. The determining factar would
then be the flow ratio; the one with the smaller flow
rat io would require less power. The total-power equa-
tion shows that the power is inversely proportional to
the efficiency and directly proportional to the square
of VEI’V, which indicates ~ery Iarge radidors. The
final select.ion of radiator size will therefore be a com-
promise arrived at from considerations of the weight
of the radiator installation.
Efficiencies “greater than 1.0 cm be explained by
favorable interference effects that more than cmmter-
baIance the duct losses.
PRECISION
The ticc.umcy of the various components measured
in the force tests is:
a-------------- +O.1° Cd.at cl=o _____ +0.0003
cam==------------ 40.03 C~Oat CJ=~.~-- - +0.0006
cm=.c------------ +0.003 C% at cl=------ +0.0020
Altiough the ep-or in the determination of the
dynamic preesum iu the duct q~ is no greater than 2 per-
cent, the error m tic flow ratio V&W may be much
larger] as I“R has been determined from the average
q~ obtained by a mechanical integration of the
dynamic-pressure surveys at the radiator. This error
is also present in the computation of efficiency. The
ma~gnitude of the error in the flow ratio, however, is
an inverse function of the uniformity of the dynamic-
pressure distribution acroes+ the face of the radiator.
AH duct arrangements with efficiencies above about
0.6 have a very nearly uniform dynamic-pressure dis-
tribution over the radiator, and the error in U caused
by this method of computation is less than 2 percent
for cases checked by integration of & distributions.
For low efficiencies+ I“E may be in error as much as
25 percent; the lower the efikiency, the greater the
error. The Iow efficiencies me, in general, a remdt of
burbkd air flow on either the upper or the lower
entrance lip, which causes a hwge increase in drag and a
nonuniform dynamic-pressure distribution at the radia-
tor. Such arrangements are of no practical interest
and it was considered that the additional work required
to obtain ~’E more accurately was not justified. The
ratios of VJV and q (as affected by VR) are believed
to be accurate to within +4 percent for all cases where
q is greater than about 0.6. This procedure also
assumed the flow to be symmetfimd in the compart-
ment in which it was measured and to be of the same
value in the other three wing compartments.’ An
additional error may be introduced into the efficiency
by inaccuracy in drag measurement and the consequent
error in the determination of Ac%.
PLAIN AIRFOIL
The section aerodynamic characteristics of [he plain
NACA 23017 airfofl, as determined from the two-
dimensional-flow tests, me given in flgurc 10. There
is some variation between these characteristics and
those obtained from iinit~pan-model tests corrected
to inilnite aspect ratio. The slope of the lift curve
and the minimum protlledrag coefficient are slightly
higher for the t we-dimensional flow setup; tlhe pitchirg-
moment coefficients about &e aerod~amic cetiter
axe approximately equaL The chordwise location of
the aerod~amic center is about the same in both
cases, but its verticaI distance above the chord is
greater for the tite+pan model. The d~ee of varia-
tion of the NACA 23017 airfoil characteristics as
obtained by each of the previously mentioned methode
is about the same as the variations of the NACA 23012
airfoil cb.aracteristi& when obtained by flnite+pan
and two-dimensional-flow tests. (See reference 2.)
[
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(a) Vwttcaldbtributbn. (h) Horkont.sldbtrltmtbm
FIGUBE11.–Dynaml@remrre dtstrtbutionat rdator ka ducts 8-Is-S+%and E48+W. Er.IhanceIwIM,O.CWI:exJt radiu$ 0.l13r;
mdlatcuheight,0.14; radiatorIor4cm, O.ZIC.
AIRFOIL WITH DUCTS
Dynamic-pressure distribution at radiator.-F~ure
11 gives sample verticaI and horizontal dynamic-
pressure distributiona at the face of the radiator at low
and high angles of attack for two ducts, each having
inlet radii of 0,005c, outlet radii of 0.0%, radiator
k 0- 70~
.
heights of 0.14c, and radiator location of 0.20c Ix’himl
the leading edge. Duct 8-la-8-25 (fig. 7 (a)), WhiCh
is used for illustration of Klgh-angle+f-attack dis-
tribution, shows a f&ly uniform vertical distribution
(fig. 11 (a)) although t.hc dynamic pressure falls off
near the bottom of the duct, prcbably owing to flow
F o-70~
,
,., ..
—
-.
(a) Lam hp. (b) upper IIp.
F[ovrIsE&EIkt uf Inlet radU.
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separation over the lower lip. In the case of duct
5-4a-3-32 at 2° mgle of attack, it may be seen from
figure 7 (b) that the inlet angle is not excessive and @at
the duct is fairly symmetrical about the center line
of the tube of air entering it; the vertical distribution
(@. 11 (a)) is therefore quite uniform. The hori-
zontal distribution (fig. 11 (b)) for both ducts is very
regular. It is to be remarked that ducts which give
fairly uniform distribution have reawmably high efEci-
encies. Conversely, poor distributions are associated
with low efficiencies.
Effect of duotrn on plati-wing charuoteristics.-In
general, the ducts increase the drag, decrease the maxi-
mum lift, and shift the lift curve so as to give a lower
lift at the same angle of attack than the plain wing.
The drag increase is, of couxae, due to the breaks in
the wing surface, to the radiator, to the friction of the
duct walls, and other factors. The decrease in lift
and the shift of. the lift curve are probably due to the
energy losses in the duct, which result in a decrease
in circulation around the wing. In several instanc~
where the outlet openings are small and cause high
outlet speeds, the maximum M does not chop off md
sometimes surpasses the maximum lift of the plain wing.
Effeot of inlet radii.-llgure 12 shows the effect of
(a) lower lip and (b) upper lip inlet radii. The Cka
increases with an increase in the radius of either Iip
until a radius of 0.005c is reached. For this value of
upper-lip radius, the chC is near~y the same as that
of the phin wing. Further increase in the radius hm
either no effect or m unfavorable one.
The flow ratio VJV is practicably un@ected by the
radius of either lip at high speed (low lift coefficients)
until a value of 0.005c .is reached. Larger radii are
unfavorable. At Iow+peed lift ooeflicients, V~V
increases with an increase in lower-lip radhs but is
unaffected by the upper-lip radius.
At low speed (Mgh h.ft coefficients) the eficiency q
increases with an increase in the lower-lip radius and
is practically unaffected by upper-lip ridii of 0.005c
or below. At high speed (low lift coefEcients) a radius
of either lip greater than 0.005c has an davorable
effect on the efficiency. AH subsequent tests were
therefore made with both inlet radii of 0.005c.
EtTeot of outlet radius.-Figure 13 shows the effect
“ of outlet radius (a) with the outlet at 0.70c, (b)
with outlet at- 0.45c, and.(c) with outIet at 0.25c. It
is interesting to note that the 0.08c radius giva+ the
highest c~mc no matter which outlet position is
chosen, but it is possible that thii value holds only
for the NACA 23017 airfoil section. In aU cases the
I1OWI at io VjJV deoreases with a decrease in outlet
radius. This effect is to be &xp@ot@ ‘because the
smaller the radius, the smaller the opening on the
upper surface of the wing.
The efficiency at hiih+peed lift coeffieitmts decreases
with a decrease in the outlet radius for rd outlet posi-
tions, although the degree of decrease varies with the
outiet po3ition. At low-speed lift coefficients the
efficiency increases with a decrease in outlet radius
within Iirnits. This result is clearly shown at the
0.25c outlet position (~. 13(c)), where at hi@ Iift
ccefiients the efficiency increases as the radius
decreases from 0.20c to O.O&. men the radius is
decreased to zero, however, the efficiency is sharply
reduced.
It is evident from iigure 13 (c) that a rounded outlet is
desirable because of its favorable effects on q, ~7~V,
and Cka. The best radius size is arrived at by comp-
romise and varies with we outlet position. ~lth OUG
Iet positiom between 0.45c and 0.70c, a 0.25c radius gives
the best results. h the outlet position moves forward
from the 0.45c point, the radius should become smaUer
and, at the 0.25c position, an O.O& radius is best.
I!Heot of radiator position.—Two radiator positions
were investigated with the duct outlet at 0.70c; the
results are shown in figure 14. The flow ratio and
the eftlciency are both decreased when the radiator posi-
tion is moved ahead from 0.50c to 0.20c. This result,
which was anticipated, is caused by the excessive duct
inlet angle and consequent Imge duct Icsaes when the
radiator is in the forward position. It was necessary, ”
however, to locate the radiator in the forward position
in order to investigate outlet openings nerm the leading
edge of the wing where larger plewmre differences w?,
available for forcing air through the radiator. It. will
be ahown later that high efficiencies and flow ra~ios may
be obtained with the radiator in the forward position
and with the outlet near the leading edge.
~eot of inlet poaition.-Figures 15 to 17 show the
effect of idet position. It maybe seen from the 6gures
that the CZ== is only slightly Mected by variation of ,
position from the leading edge to 0.02c behind the lead-
ing edge. Movement of the position above the chord,
however, causes the Chu to fall off; the magnitude of
the loss varies with the d~t.ante above the chord.
Positions O.OIC to 0.02c back of the leading edge
markedly decrease the slope of the lift curve in the
high-peed rtmge.
The flow ratio increases as the Met position moves
forward and above the chord. This increase is most
marked at the high+peed M coefficients, probably
owing to the fact that, for positions behind the leading
edge and below the chord, the upper lip makes a large “
angle with the air flow and causes considerable burbling.
The eflioiency increases considerably as the inlet
position is moved forward aqd above the chord, par-
ticubmly at low lift cueflicients. This increase is
probably due to the increase in the flow ratio, because
the drag is irkreased as the position moves forward.
Apparently, the flow incrwses much faster than do=
the drag. Thus, it is possible to obtain efficiencies
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from 0.85 to 1.0 for n lift co.cflicient rtmge of 0.2 to 0.8
for any outlet position.
The results presented in figures 15 to 17 show quite
clearly that it is impossible efficiently to throttle the
flow by vmiation of inlet position alone. For example,
figure 15 (a) showa that approximately proper throttling
from Iow-speed flow ratio to high-speed flow ratio may
be obtained by varying the inlet position from 0.02c
above the chord to 0.02c behind the leading edge as
flight speed is increased. Under suoh conditions, the
Efficiency of the arrangement will drop from about 1.0
at low speeds to about 0.2 at high speeds with the
consequent increase in power required.
Effect of outlet position.-The effect. of outlet posi-
tion is shown in figure 18 (a) with the radiator at the
0.50c point and in figure 18 (b) with the radiator at the
().20c point. The Ck decreasw slightly as the out-
let position is moved forward from the 0.70c point to
the 0.45c point. Additional mowment forward of
the outlet causes a sharp decrease in Ck=. The shape
of the lift curve is mmkedIy changed as the outlet
position is moved forward. Ah, there is a smalI
unfavorable shift of the lift curve as the outlet is moved
forward.
The flow ratio dightly increases as the outlet moves
forward from 0.70c to 0.45c; but additional forward
movement. muses it to increase rapidly until, at the
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(a) Outletat O.W.
FIGURE17.- EtTcctof inletposklon.
0.z% p&t, it approaches 0.44 for a lift cceffioient
emresponding ta climb. This value being about equal
to the flow ratio of the radiator exposed in a free air
stream, it would be possible with the 0,25c outlet to
use. a radiator that would be no larger than those used
in externally exposed installations.
The efficiency at low-speed lift coefficients is sub-
stantially reduced as the outlet position is moved for-
ward, varying from 1.0 at the 0.70c outlet to 0.65 at
the 0.25c outlet. At high-speed lift coefficients, how-
ever, the eiliciency is “practically unaffected as the
outlet position is moved forward, provided that the
proper inlet position is used.
Effeot of Met size.-The effects of duct inlet size
with three heights of radiatm are shown in figure 19
with the duct outlpt at 0.70c. The cl= deereases with
decreasing inlet-size but, with inlet and outlet size the
same, the cl- is rtbout the same as for the plain wing
with any of the radiator heights. Some bcunda~-
layer control is obtained with the inlet opening slightly
larger than the outlet (fig, 19 (c)) and a s~ght gain in
miximumlift is obtained over that of the plain wing. The
shift in lift at a given angle is about the same in all cases.
The flow ratio decreases, as might be expected, with
decrease in inlet size for all radiator heighta. It is of
interest t.a note that. the maximum ffow ratio obtained
with any of these arrangements is about the same in
spite of the fact that the relative size of surface openings
(h) Outlet at O.W.
(o) OutIct at O.Wr.
FJauu~ 17.-CaucIuded. Efket of lnlot pmltlon,
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to radiator height is much greater for the smakst
radiator.
The efficiency, in general, decrqa.aes as the inIet size
deoreases if the Met size is never htrger than the outlet
size. T15th the radiator height of 0.14c (~. 19 (a)),
the efficiency decreases when the inlet size is increased
from 0.06c to 0.08c over the flight- range from c@b to
high speed. It is beIieved, however, that this decrease
is a result of the poor entry shape of the upper Iip with
the 0.03c inlet size. The efficiency also decreasw with
decreasing height of radiator, which indicates that, for
beet results, the duct span at the wing surface should
be as smd M possible.
The redts plotted in figure 19 show that the inlet
opening should be about the same size as the outlet
opening for bm’t resuhs and that the inlet area should
h about 70 percent of the free area of the radiator
when the radiator height is. a maximum. The remdta
dso show that it is impoasible to throttle the flow
efiiciently by variation of inlet size alone in a chordwise
direction. It- may be possible to throttle the flow
efficiently by a variation of the inlet size in a spanwise
direction, but this method of throttling couId not be
employed in these tests
‘The effect of inlet size with the duct outlet at 0.45c
is shown in figure 20. The effects of vmyi.ng the Met
size with this outlet position are about the same as for
the outlet at 0.70c. The flow ratio is slightly greater
for this outlet position with the optimum sizes of idet
and outIet. The higheat efficiency is obtained with
the inlet and the outlet opening about the same size but
it is slightly less than with the outlet at 0.700. “
The effect of variation of Met size with the outlet at
0.32c is shown in fi~e 21 for two outlet sizes and two
inlet positioiw. If a flow ratio of 0.44 is available at
climb, the ducts shown in @.re 21 (b) gi~-e about the
required amount of flow for high speed and, at the same
time, the lift curvti me shifted only .a small amount.
An efhiericy of about 0.90 with the proper flow ratio
can be obtained with the duct inlet 0.04c above the
chord but, with this inlet position, there is a large loss
in maximum lift coefficient. Both the eflicienoy and
the flow ratio increase with increase in inlet size at
climb or low speed. The large 10SS.in efficiency with
the smallest inlet. openi~s may be attributed to
burbkd air flow in the duct b.ccause of the angle at
which the air enters the duct and the large expausion
angle in the duct. ,
The effect of inIet si& on the various parameters
is about the srune with the outlet at 0.28c (&. 22) as
with the outlet at 0.32c. The flow ratio is higher
bemuse of the larger outlet size. This outlet position
is an intermediate position of an arrangement that was
designed for throttling by movement of the upper
outlet lip.
‘iTlt.h the outJet at 0.25c (@. 23), the variation of
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inlet size had about the mum effect as for the other
outlet positiom. when tho inlet is O.OIC above the
chord (fig. 23 (a)) and the outlet and the inlet are the
same size, the highest efficiencies are obtained at climb
with a flow ratio of about 0,45. The large loss in
m@num lift may be recovered by reducing the outlet
size to that of the. arrangement shown in @re 21(a),
A further discussion of throttling this arrangement
will be given later. With the inlet 0.04c above the
chord (fig. 23 (b)), the results are not of much interest-
because of the large flow ratio at high speed, the drop
in efllciency at climb, and the large low in maximum
lift coefficient.
Effect of outlet size,-The effect of a variation in the
outlet sh?e with the outlet at 0.70c (fig. 24) is typical of
the effect with the outlet ~t the other Iocations. From
these results it may be seen that, regardless of radiatm-
height, the Iift curve is shifted favorably es the outlet
size is decreased. Furthermore, when the outlet size
is and compared with the idet size, boundary-layer
control is obtained and the maximum lift coefficient is
markedly increased over that of the plain airfoil. The
flow ratio, as might be expected, decreases with
decreasing outlet size. In evgry case, however, when the
outlet size is decreased to throttle the flow at high speed,
the efficiency is greatly reduced although the power
required for cooling may be decreased. The arrsnge-
ment with the entrance O.O2c abovo tthc chord line
(fig. 24 (c)) does, however, give an efficiency of over
0.80 when approximately throttled for high speed by a
variation of only outlet size. This result is not
obtained in climb, where some boundary-layer control
is obtained and the efficiency is increased as the outlet
size is ~ecreaaod for the O.14c radiator. (&w fig. 24
(a), (b), and (c).) A comparison of figures 21 M 23 ,
shows the same results with the outlet located between
0.25c and 0.32c (arrangements that were designed for
throttling) as with the 0.70c outlet position.
APPIJCATION OF DATA
Selection of duet for throttling,-For automatic tl]ro(-
tling of a given duct armngcmcnt, it is nec=~aqv that
V~ be the same for all speeds or thtit thu flow ratio be
proportion~l to the square root of cl, thtit is,
(7)
Practically none of the arrangement satisfy this con.
dition; the flow is usually too high at low lift codlicienb.
Whenever a particular duct gives a flow rrttio approxi-
mately following thk law, the Efficiency is very small
at high speed. It is therefore necmwry to use some
mechanical means of throttling the flow while main-
ttig a“high efficiency at high speed. It haa already
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been shown that efficient throttling at this speed prob-
ably cannot be obtained by decreasing chordwise inlet
or outlet size alone. .h analysis of the test mauits
shows that it is possible ef%ciently to throttle the flow
by 9 simultaneous variation of the inlet and outlet
sizes and also by a variation of the inlet position. The
flow ratio at climb probably determines the size of
radiator necessary for oooling and, if it is desired that
the radiator in the duct be no larger than one fully
exposed to the air, this ratio should be about 0.44. Duct
8–ltt-8-25 (fig. 23 (a)) has a flow ratio of 0.45 and an
efficiency of 0.84 at c1= 0.7, an assumed lift coef-
ficient for climb. ~his duct arrangement ahif~ the
angle of attack for the given lift about 4° but, since the
duct width will probably be small, it is believed that
the change in the induced drag @l not be large. This
additional drag may be computed.
It has been assumed, for ilhs@ation, that K@h speed
will occur at c,= 0.25. Now from equation (7) the
flow ratio at high speed for satisfactory cooling should
be 0.27. Duct 5-4a-3-32 (fig. 21 (b)) giv~ nearly the
correct flow ratio with an efficiency of 0.92 at high
speed. The elift in the angle of attack for c1= 0.25
ia only about %“ and, therefore, the additional inter-
ference drag should bo negligible. In order to obtain
an arrangement with exactly the correct flow ratio and
‘ktlet-siz~ ‘percZnt c- Idef size, pe=d c
(a) Mectfon ofq for ~vea v8/v. cl, O.M.
(b) OpUmum nh of o~m. VR/v, o.~ at o.m.
“ FIGURE26.-Duct Met and outlet slr.rsfor throttling.
the highest efficiency, it is necessary to crom-plot
(from figs. 21 (b), 22 (b), and 23 (b)) the flow ratio and
the efficiency against outlet size. (The actual outlet
size should be used in this plot.) T&s method hae
been used for c1= 0.25 and the rmult is shown in
tigure 25 (a). From Qure 25 (a) the efficiency for a
flow rrttio of 0.27 has been plotted against inlet size
with the outlet size indicated on the plot, as shown in
figure 25 (b). The optimum arrangement with the
flow ratio of 0.27 has an inlet opening of 0.O.52C.amd an
outlet opening of 0.040c, which gives an efficicmcy of
about 0.93. The cooling power required for this duct
with the flow throttled will therefore be about 10 per-
cent less at high speed than at climb since, for a given
installation properly throttled for all speeds, the COOL
ing power varies inversely ag the efficiency. Such a
method of throttling would be practicable in a design
having the upper and the lower Met lips and the uppm
outlet lip adjustable. In order to recover tho section -
lift for landing, the inlet opening should be set for
climb and the outlet opening for high spmd.
None of the data presented herein show whether it
will be possible to obtain cooling on tho ground but it
is probable that, with an arrangement having adjust-
able sizes of inlet and out.le~ and variable inlet position,
cooling may be obtained on tho ground if the duct is
hated in the propeller slipstream,
Power required for cooling.-The power required for
cooling has been given by equation (3)
“=%’CW”
This equation may be rewritten in terms of horeepowcr
and giv=j when the value of K=3.7 is substituted,
(7)
where V is in feet per second and A is in squurc feet.
If, for duct arrangement 8-la-8-25 (fig. 23(a)), it is
aasumed that the flight speed is 170 feet per sccoml at
climb and that the quantity of air required to cool tt
1000-horsepower engine with ethylene-glycol cooling is
283 cubic feet per second, then from equation (1)
Q 283
A=7;-0.4$ x 170
()
==3.7 square feet
@
VJV=O.45 at c,= 0.7 from figure 23(a). Also from
this figure, w is equal ta 0.84 at c1=O.70. The total
horsepower required for cooling, neglecting secondary
interference effects and radiator weight, will he:
~lp~= (1.85) (0.002378) (3.7) (0.45)’(170s= ._
0.84 X550
15.8 horsepower
This arrangement has a radiator of rtbout tlw same size
as a conventional arrangement and is bdievcd to usc
about 1.5 percent of the mginc power for cooling at
climb. At high speed, if the engine is throttled as
indicated in the previous section, the total horsepower
required will be
hpr-::~ 15.8 =14.3 horsepower
or only 1.5 percent of the engine power as compared
with present liquid< ooled installations that usc from 14
to 20 percent of the engine power for cooling.
Equation (6) shows thut the total cooling power is
(VJV)* Hence, it is possibleproportional to the ratio —”
n
for the efficiency q to be qui~ low without any incrmee
in cooling power, if there is a corresponding decrease
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in the flow ratio YR/’f”. The following table compares
some of the better duct-radiator combinations on a
power basis at climb and at high speed for unit quantity
of air and wing loadin~
TABLE I
POWER COEFFICIENT$ OF DUCT-RADIATOR
COMB1NATIOXS
I L ,
PO;gn&t.
Combination EK!ciency FloW#o “
v 6.7 (Vx/Y)~.—
et
~
Rerua-
ysgfs- +;
(I-
Cent c)
—.
E-2a-e-io 50
6+?s+70 al
W&4-ill m
6-28-2-70
6+s+o z
6-0-8-70 m
W3+m al
6-0-6-70 m
6+&io
6-o+iil %
8-W-S-25 SI
s-La-6-s2 al
S-18462 20
8+-2-2S 20
64+s2
E
4-4a+32 m
q#- Outkt
hekbt m&!#cl-o.
~gy;l cent e)
. .
Tr -C1-O.26 el-o.l CL-O-25 C1=O.
—1
L04
LUI
.s6
.22
%
.81
.48
%
.4s
%
.is
.74
.Qz
.23‘[o:yJ -M& Uss.50.!m’i A41J .s-2.Im .2s.2i4 .316 .74.s2:!% :%! .al.30s 2!& .m.X0.ml . 1s4 :%.m L z%J .m:% .61.4m .2s) l...m .=.2i2.234 :% i=
IVhen the table is used it must be kept. in mind that.,
although some combinations with s&all eficienc;~
require low power for cooling, the small flow ratios
which make such a condition possible necessitate
linger radiator frontal areas and, consequently, greater
radiator weights. It will probably be necessary to
compute the effect of added weight for each indi-ridual
installation, and a complete antdysis of the problem
is desirable. Treatments of the effect of radiator
weight may be found in references 1 and 4.
CONCLUS1ONS
The resuhs of the tests reported herein showed that:
1. The power required for cooling was ordy the power
required to force air through the radiator for optimum
duct-radiator arrangements within the wing.
2. The duct Met position for mtmirnum efficiency
was depencient upon the angle of attack
3. Mt.umum efllciencies were obtaiued when the
—=
stagnation point on the airfoil was at the duct-inlet
opening.
4. The quantity of air could be efficiently throttled
by a simultaneous variation of duct. inlet and outlet
size and ~f Met position.
5. High efficiencies could be obtained with the outiet
at any position on the upper surface of the wing from
25 to 70 percent from the leading edge.
6. J?airings were desirable on both the’ upper and
..——
lower Met lips and on the lower outlet Iip.
7. For ma--mum efficiencies, the spnnwise duct “-.
openings should be as short as possible.
8. The best efficiencies were obtained when the duct
inlet and outIet were made appro.simately the same
size and the tmpmsion .of air due to a hot radiator were
negIected.
9. The computed power required for cooling with a
good duct-radiator combination for any flight condition 1
was less than 2 percent of the engine power.
IJHGLEY ME~OBIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
LWATION~ ADVISORY C!O~WTTEE FOR AERQXAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, T-A:, June 9, 1998.
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